
Little Lamb Quilt 

This BOM is just a little different from the usual block of the month technique. 

Step #1 will be a large focal block featuring the little lamb. Background 

appliques of a tree, fence, sun and butterfly will add to the scene. The motifs 

could be embroidered or quilted into the background instead of doing the 

appliqué. 

Step #2 will add flowers made from yo-yos or small hexagons to decorate the 

little lamb's meadow. Stems and leaves can be added with embroidery or the 

leaves can be appliquéd and the stems satin stitched. 

***************************************************************************** 

Prepare the background. Cut a piece of sky fabric 14" x 17½" and a grass 

fabric the same size. Place the sky fabric right side up on your cutting surface. 

Overlap with the grass fabric by 3 inches, also right side up, and cut a gentle 

curve starting on the top of the grass on the right hand side down the bottom 

of the sky fabric.                           

                                                           17½" 

        

           cut 

       

 The gentle curve is easier to stitch if you cut straight into the fabric for about 

½ inch before beginning the curve and ending with about the same amount of 

a straight cut on the other edge. This gives a straight beginning to the seam 

before you begin the line up the curved edges to stitch the remainder of the 

seam.  

 

 

 



Stitching the curve. Line up the edge of the seam and stitch the first ½". 

Match the cut edges about ½ to ¾" in front of the needle and stitch, repeat 

lining up a little of the edge and stitching. You should be able to stitch the 

whole seam without using any pins. Press the seam to the grass fabric. Trim 

the block to 16½" wide x 20½" long. 

  

 

 

 

 

Preparing the appliques. Some of the appliqué pieces are quite large so I use 

a technique I learned in a Baltimore Album class. Large appliques completely 

backed with fusible are often very stiff. Cutting out the center of the fusible 

alleviates the stiffness but because the pieces are quite large they are difficult 

to position without getting little lumps or pleats on the outside edge. To 

remedy this we will make bridges.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look closely at the above images and you will see the "bridges" I've drawn in 

the tree top and the lamb's body. Trace the appliqué to the fusible and 

cut out the sections indicated. Place the fusible on the appliqué fabric. 

Fuse just the edges of the fusible in place. Do not fuse the bridges to the 

fabric. Now cut away the bridges.  

 

 
 



 

 

         

   

Trace the remainder of the appliques to the paper side of the fusible web. Cut 

out leaving a narrow margin around all the pieces.  

Fuse the eye to white fabric. We will use a black fabric marker to fill in the 

eyeball. Fuse all the other appliques to the chosen fabrics. Cut out on the 

drawn lines and remove the paper backing.  

Appliqué. Position the tree trunk and tree top first. Fuse in place. The edges 

can be finished in a variety of ways, satin stitch, open zigzag, buttonhole 

stitch, straight stitch or any of the decorative stitches on your machine. I 

used a straight stitch on the fence, around the lamb's eye and to add 

details on the lamb. The rest of the pieces have a buttonhole stitch. 

I edge stitch the appliques as I progress through the piece matching the tread 

to the appliqué. Some people like to fuse all the appliques and then edge 

stitch the whole piece. Using black thread for the edge stitching will give 

the quilt a coloring book look. Use whatever method you are 

comfortable with. 

Next position the fence posts and fence rails, fuse and edge stitch. See block 

diagram for placement. 

Place the lamb's body in place and slip the back leg under the body and one 

hoof under the leg. Remove the body piece and fuse and edge stitch the 

leg and hoof. 

Reposition the body, slip the hooves in place, fuse and finish the edges. Add 

the face, ear and top knot. Fuse and edge stitch. Position the eye, fuse 

and edge stitch with black thread. Use a black fabric marker to make the 

eyeball and eye lashes. 

 
 



Butterfly. There are several ways to make the butterfly. Trace the template 

and fuse to a pretty fabric, cut out and fuse to the quilt. Edge stitch and 

use a narrow satin stitch to make the body and a straight stitch to add 

antennae.  

Use the template but use different fabrics for the top and bottom of the wings. 

Cut the top wings as one piece and the bottom wings as one piece. 

Choose a butterfly from a fabric printed with butterflies. Cut a piece of fusible 

slightly larger than the design, fuse to the wrong side of the fabric and 

cut out.  

Make a dimensional butterfly. Use any of the above methods to prepare one 

side of the butterfly. Fuse it to a coordinating fabric, cut out and stitch it 

to the quilt using a satin stitch for the body. The wings will remain free. 

If you use a butterfly print fabric, fuse and cut out one butterfly. Fuse 

that butterfly to the wrong side of another of the same butterfly. Cut out 

again. Now the butterfly will be the same on both sides. Stitch to the 

quilt with a satin stitch for the body.  

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


